Serving SuperBrain and CompuStar Users Around The World

S

uperBrains and CompuStars continue
to sell even in the midst of the intense
wargoingon.in the microcomputer marketplace.
Why? We think it's because they've become
popular with business, government and
educational institutions who aren't necessarily swayed by mass marketing hype.
The used-SuperBrain market is still hot.
People do not want to separate themselves
from their Intertec machines. Don't believe
it? Try and buy a used SuperBrain or CompuStar. The ones that are advertised here
usually sell within five days of publication.
Also, the 16-bit dream is slowly becoming a
nightmare. Software has just not materialized
for that level of computers. The operating
systems offered to run 16-bit computers
still have bugs in them. So, while the 8-bit
CP1M user happily goes on his or her way
choosing from over two hundred available
working software packages, (with more coming out each day), the 16-bit user has to
pick through about only twenty, and the
development of new software products
looks just as bleak. And we should know.
We've been selling computer software around
the world for over two years.
Modems and modem software have been the
hot items lately. It seems that people are
definitely connecting their micros to the
many proliferating data/information services. The Source and CompuServe are
only two of some very powerful and valuable
databases available now. In our opinion,
the telephone/computer connection is a
major trend that will continue to growrapidly
in the months ahead.
As many of you know, we are sold out of
several back-issues of Superletter due to
over-demand. Thus, we are preparing a
special volume of all the important technical
articles, product reviews and stories from
past Superletters prior to January, 1983.
The entire journal will sell for $35.

Weare accepting ads in all sizes for the
book from dealers, distributors, software
publishers and any other businesses that
wish to get their message to the Intertec
computer user. These ads will be unique.
They will be part of a permanent publication we know will be extremely valuable as
the months and years go by.
In addition, we are preparing a giant SuperBrain Shoppers Guide, packed with all the
printers, software, modems, cables, BIOS
packages, graphics disk drives, S-100 addons, data services, covers, surge protectors,
games, hard-disks, and other peripherals
approved by us for guaranteed operation on
all the Intertec machines. We will also inlcude
the many RS-232 pin configurations for all
of the published peripherals.

If any of you are going to attend the NCC,
please let us know. We'd like the chance to
personally meet and discuss your use of
your computer. That's how we get stories
and spot trends. Call us and let us know
where and when you'll be attending the
show.

It's always a pleasure to talk to each of you.
And thanks for your letters.

April/May 1983
Vol. 3 No·. 2

TECllllical COI~11EI~
Switching Disk Drives on
the SuperBrain
by Steve R. Riskin
Computer Assisted Law, Inc.
1327 Palms Blvd.
Venice, CA 90291
(213) 399-8160
Recently the "A" drive on my SuperBrain
died while I was in the midst of litigation. I
knew I wouldn't be allowed to enter a floppy .
disk into the legal records, so I had to do
something fast. But I could not boot up,
could not get to drive B, and could not print.
The only thing I could do, it seemed, was
fmd a way to switch drive B into drive A's
slot.
With the cover removed, it appeared that
the drives were held in with two allen-head
screws from the bottom of the aluminum
shelf on which the drives rested. The only
visible wiring to the drives was a three wire
nylon plug on the PC board on the upper left
side of each drive. I labeled these A and B
and gently removed them, being careful not
to damage the PC boards.
The plugs are placed in sockets. I learned to
extract the plugs only after trying to remove
the plugs and sockets together. Here are
directions for the rest of the replacement
procedures.
Once the wires are disconnected, (they're
the conduits for the power supply to the
drives), gently pull the B drive forward and
disconnect the ribbon cable at the bottom
of the PC board. That should free drive B.
Label the drive so it will not get mixed up
with drive A.
If you are retrofitting for the increased
efficiency of dual-sided Tandon drives (and
both your Shugarts are okay) label each
drive as you remove them anyway - they are
Continued on Page 2
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Technical Corner Continued from page 1
different and you will need to take those differences into account. Pull drive A forward
and disconnect the ribbon cable from the
edge connector. Both drives are now out
and labeled.
Inspect the PC boards of the two drives.
Notice that drive A has more material on it
than drive B. A has a removable IC in a socket. B has an empty socket in the corresponding place. Notice also they both have
sockets with what looks like an IC but is a
device with rows of little metal 'bow ties'
down their spine.
Some of these little bow ties are broken and
some are not. The pattern of broken and
unbroken bow ties between the two devices
on each drive is different. Note that there
may be some 'extra' spaces in the sockets
into which the IC and the bow tie are
plugged. Also note toward which end of the
socket the IC and the bow tie device are
oriented.
Mark the appropriate end of the IC's and
the bow tie device, and then move the IC
from drive A to drive B.
Then switch the two bow tie devices. Drive
B is now Drive A! Put in the new drive A.
Connect the ribbon cable to the edge connector and the three wire nylon plug. Now
you can boot up.
I decided to upgrade from my 35-track,
single-sided, 30ms Shugarts to double-sided,
35 tracks per side, 6ms Tandon drives. The
SuperBrain will take 2 Tandon TM 20021s. These are speedy, double-density
double-sided drives. They are fully compatible withthe SuperBrain. However, you
do need a quad operating system to read
both sides of the disk. You can, however,
continue to operate with your present DOS
until you can get the quad-density operating system.
You will also need to upgrade the disk drive
power-supply. The one provided with the
SuperBrain will run the new Tandon doublesided drives but you're right on the border
line. If a large appliance should cut in while
the SuperBrain is addressing a drive you
may set the power supply out of synch with
the drives. The result: the drive begins
turning on and off about twice a second and
will not read data correctly.
Some older SuperBrains have a single powersupply for the whole machine and some
have a separate power-supply for the disk
drives. You can determine which you have
by inspection..
The separate disk-drive power-supply is
located on a board which hangs vertically on
the back of the disk-drive shelf. It's connec-

ted to the main power-supply by two wires
that originate from a terminal strip to which
the fan is connected. If your SuperBrain is
so configured, it is very easy to retrofit it
with the Tandon drives.
If you are cautious, you may simply disconnect the disk-drive power-supply ( by disconnecting the two screws that connect it to
the terminal strip) and replace that board
with a commercial power supply with
increased output.

The Tandons require 900 M amps on the 12
volt line and 600 M amps on the 5 volt line
per drive. There is plenty of room inside the
SuperBrain so you can choose from a number of commercial power supplies if you
like. I liked the Condor LFM 410 with 4
amps on the 5 volt output and 2 amps on the
12 volt output.
The only other requirement, the quad operating system, can be bought from the peop]e
at Superletter or from your SuperBrain
dealer. But once you have made the hardware
change-over you can continue to use your
old single-sided (DDSS) disks if you like
with either the old operating system.
You can even mix disks of the old format
freely with your new double-sided disks
(since each disk has its own DOS resident.)
(Remember how they were SYSGENED!)

You don't even need to mark them (though I
do) and the only difference you will note is
that when you STAT a new disk the disk will
have 320 K of space instead of 160 K. You
can even get the machine to read 40 tracks
per side on the Tandons if you are a real
glutton for memory. But you cannot mix 40
track (or 80 track) and 35 track (or 70
track) disks!.
To install the Tandons: perform the procedures mentioned above, and add the IC
from the old (Shugart) drive A to the new
Tandon drive A.
There will be a 'dummy' IC on the new Tandori
drives in the socket in which the IC you are
transferring should go. The corresponding
sockets will be in different locations on the
new Tandons. Don't worry - the number of
sockets is two - one for the IC and one for
the device. Everything else is soldered to
the PC board. You can tell which socket is
for which by inspection. The dummy IC is in
the socket which takes the old Shugart IC.
Remove the dummy IC and save it in case
you have to carry the Tandon back to the
. place of purchase. Remove the fresh bow
tie device on the new Tandon (it has none of
the bow ties broken.) You can reproduce
the appropx:iate design or merely replace
the virgin device with the one from the old
Continued on Page 7

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

FOR SUPERBRAIN, COMPUSTAR, Z-89 & TRS-80 MODEL II.

XCELTM HARDWARE: A retrofit package for graphics display with 512

x 240

resolution. TRS-80 Mod. II, $595. All others, $895.

XCELTM SOFTWARE: Operates under CPMTM and is compatible with Basic,
Fortran, Cobol, PLI and Pascal.
SYMBOL GENERATOR- $175
Alternate character sets with bold face, 90 0
rotation, circles, quadrants, vectors, rectangles and area fills.

(XXXX)

GRAPH PLOTTER- $175
Line, graph, histogram, bar graph and
scatter plot with automatic annotation
of axes scaling.

3·0 GENERATOR-$345
GRAPHICS
TERMINAL - $395

Creating, editing and viewing
"wireframe" objects from any
angle with scaling zoom and
graphics editor.

Configures computer as a
low cost graphics
terminal.

SURFACE
PLOTTER- $395

"NEW" SCREEN PRINTER-$65

True perspective view
with hidden line
removal.

Allows hard copy printout on most dot
matrix printers.

SAVE UP TO $950 ON PACKAGE PRICE OFFERS!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (213) 320-6604

~MAXTEKJINC.

2908 Oregon Court,Torrance, CA 90503

Available in Europe from Micronex Ltd., Chew Magna, England 3042 (STD 027-589 3042)
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LEttErs to tilE
--Edi'OI~\-DEARSUPERLETTER:
You keep asking about what we do with our
SuperBrains. My single sided 64K SB is 18
months old next week, and my friend's (who
lives 300 miles away), is 15 months. I sell
solid fuel domestically and my friend is a
retail butcher. Both our businesses are
quite small with under 10 employees and
turnovers around $1,000,000 each. Specific
software in compiled Basic, plus financial,
sales. etc., forecasting, and bookkeeping
routines using SuperCalc are written by me.
Purchased software, apart from the cost, is
not capable of doing things the way we
want.
A Cambridge Micro Computer SBS-100A,
S-100 adapter (this piggybacks into the
Z80 socket) was installed by me some 12
months ago. It is a single socket type and I
would like to be able to plug a sort of multiplug into it which would allow one S-100
board to be plugged straight in on top, and a
lead going straight from this multiplug to
another one or two blank sockets. A Rostronics "Prestel" S-100 board is currently
in use. I require S-100 boards for a modem
(more later) preferrably 300-1200 baud,'the Prestel board transmits at 75 and
receives at 1200 - and another to input
"Teletext" to SB. Though for the latter I
haven't heard of anyone who makes one.
I am just beginning to sort out a "kit" for
reception of Meteosat & Gorizont (amongst
others) satellites, and feel that SB should
be incorporated there somewhere, but I
haven't figured out just where yet! .
Service, reliability and factory dealings
have been quite satisfactory throughout.
My machine, at 6 months, developed lines
collapse, immediately followed by frame
collapse after about 10-15 minutes running.
After a trip to the local dealer to buy an
exchange video board off the shelf, I was up
and running again in 2 hours. My buddy had
one failure under warranty, fixed within 3
days by a nonsupplying dealer. I have had two
occasions to write to the factory regarding
things I was trying to do software-wise, and
on both occasions, their technical department replied within a few days and offered
useful advice.
I have some comments on various Superletter items in all the issues to date.
Vol-1 No-2 Page 6. Technical Corner.
Modifications to SYSGEN22 for elimination of "Source Drive Name" will work on
Vers3.0, but not on Vers 3.1. The mods for

automatic execution of command line at
cold start don't work on either system.
Vol-1 No-2 Page 7. Readers letters.
a) Reader request for data on 600-1200
baud modems.
b) Reader request for general review of
modems.
c) Editor's note inviting articles.
I am firmly convinced that the area of microcomputing to show the biggest growth will
be that of communications. From the number
of advertisements for modems in BYTE, it
seems to have started already in the U.S.nobody makes them in Europe other than
British Telecomms, at one hell-of-price.
(Obviously intended for minis, or mainframe users who don't know any better).
Hayes & Novation obviously have sufficient
business as after more than a month they
have not responded to my request for information. I have, as a stop-gap, ordered an
Anchor Signalman, primarily to see if a
standard U.S. unit is compatible with the
British phone system.
Vol-1 No-6 Page-1 Editorial:
Here you state that SuperCalc is not compatible with the BIOS ofI.E. Systems EPROM. It
is compatible with Jonathan Platt's, and
also his is compatible with Microshell. I am
interested in their EPROMs for disk-drive
spindle speed-checking.
Vol-2 No-1 Page-2 Technical Corner:
The 3rd paragraph mentions a problem
with cursor positioning. I have noticed a
similar anomaly when using, in MBASICPRINT CHR$(12). The solution in this case
is to put an extra PRINT: in front. Very useful
in the same paragraph, I now use <Esc "'" B>
and ~Esc "" N> to put up blinking messages
of importance.
Vol-2 No-3

Page..;~

Potpourri:

I have the 1\ W problem mentioned in my
Vers 3.1 though with type-ahead it is fairly
irrelevant as I just hold down /\ E. The
patch quoted for Vers 3.0 doesn't fix my 3.1
but blanks out part of the screen. The second
pro blem mentioned of "docks appearing all
over the screen" is simply cured by only
entering Words tar after a re-boot with the
red keys. The third problem is a patch to run
Wordstar 3.0 on SB 3.1. Micropro also
gives a solution to this in the Sept., 82,
Lifelines. The snag is that none of the
solutions work on my 3.1.
Location
02EDH
021FH
02F2H

Current Patch Micropro I use
CO
00
00
CO
D5
ID
18
18
E5
E7
E7
E7

00, this really mucks things up. After a few
/\ E & "X the screen is left completely
blank, and it stays that way!
I have found the following to be extremely
useful:
Lifelines, Aug '82. Patching PIP for multiple file transfer.
Lifelines, Sept.'82. A query-driven erase
function.
Finally, where and when can I get Vers 3.2
and an upgrade to SBII features? Also your
quote of the SBII factory recommended
prices seems to indicated that it is for the
U.S. market only. The 1l0voit conversion
to 240volts is no problem, but it must be a
50Hz unit for use here. Are they available in
the U.S.?

Editor's note: Getting the 3.2 BIOS is no
problem. Any dealer can sell you the BIOS. If
not, let us know. There is no upgrade to SBII
available. However, the Com-Stute graphics
package we sell for the SBI wil give you many
of the same attributes on the screen.
Trevor Smith
12 Tollgate Road
Hamsterley Mill,
Rowlands Gill,
Tyne & Wear.
NE39 1HF
ENGLAND
Continued on Page 4

SllPEI~ClassifiEds
MOONLIGHTERS' SuperSoftware. Ideal
for the MicroMoonlighter: PHONE for
customers' names and addresses; JOURNAL
to track expenses; RCV ABLES to log
income; COMPARE to verify file copies.
$20 each on your formatted diskette (DD/
QD); Two for $35; Three for $50; All four
for $60. Send your order and diskette to:
R Cochran, P. O. Box C
South Prairie, W A 98385.
NORTHSHORECOMPUTER
* FREE Diagnostics
* 80% of repairs
within 48 Hrs.
* $35 per hour
If you're looking for a professional repair
organization, Give us a call
617-827-4308
FOR SALE: ICOMpUSTAR 30 + OKI'·DATA 83A + numerous programs. $3200.
Call Laurence: (512) 627-2011
FOR SALE: COMPUSTAR Model 10
VPU w / cable (50'). $1300 or best offer.
Call Pat: (206) 939-2317, evening/weekends.

If location 02EDH is changed from CO to
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Letters to the Editor
Continued from page 3
DEARSUPERLETTER:
In the Oct / Nov., 1982 issue it was reported
that loose solder joints at the vertically
mounted capacitors on the video board
were causing intensity jitters. Two of our
units developed screen jitters of another
type, a sudden reduction in screen size ( an
overall shrinkage of about 15 %) or a complete
blanking of the screen. A high amplitude
low frequency pulse applied to the left rear
ofthe cabinet (known in the high-tech world
as a "brogan adjustment") seemed to temporarly fix the problem but it was felt that
since the 'BRAINS were probably not
designed for low cycle fatique testing we
would be best advised to find a more permanent cure. An inspection of our video
boards revealed that we had cracked solder
joints at the connector pins of the two white
connectors in the middle ofthe board. A resoldering of all of these pins gave us a rock
steady display.

We recently installed the XCEL ®Graphics
Unit from MAXTEK, INC. The physical
installation is a thing of joy, the entire pro
cedure takes about thirty minutes and

requires no tools but a screwdriver; a well
engineered add-on. However, if the hardware
is rated as a 10, then the software must be a
5. Our central dissatisfaction lies in the display
restrictions imposed by the 50/60 hz. input
power differences. The XCEL® GRAPIllCS
TERMINAL, a Tektronix® 4010 emulation
package, is virtually useless since it cuts off
the lower 16 pixels. This alone wouldn't be
too bad, but the software then tries to display in the center of the screen anything
which was to have appeared in this lower
region. I suppose that routines written to .
display only on an XCEL® equiped 'BRAIN
would function O.K., but that fits only a
small portion of our needs; most of our packages must run on the original Tektronix®
too. Further, the XCEL® Screen Printer
cuts off thirty two pixels of either the left or
the right of the display on an Epson MX - 80
due to the apparent 480 dot limitation of
the printer. Since the Epson 8155 Serial
Interface with 4K buffer allows 960 dots in
its high resolution mode it would appear
that some software rewrite is in order. Ideally
MAXTEK should upgrade the software to
take advantage of hardware limits, but certainly as a minimum they should insure normal performance on the power circuits of
.the user country. Any reader experience
and comments on the use ofthese packages

would be appreciated.
John Adams
General Electric Co.
Mail Drop K-60
1 Neumann Way
Cincinnati,OH 45215
(513) 243-5426

Editor's Note: MAXTEK responded
quickly. Their letter follows.', Your; answers
are in the mail.
DEAR SUPERLETTER :
In response to the letter from John Adams
of General Electric: We have forwarded his
letter to Micronex, Ltd. in England who are
the original developers of the XCEL
Graphics Software. They were able to provide us with some answers on this matter
and we would like Superletter to forward
the technical documents to Mr. Adams
directly.
1M

We appreciate this opportunity to reply to

Mr. Adams' questions and concerns. Please
let us know if we can be of more help.
Sincerely,
Janet Diem
Marketing
MAXTEK
Continued on Page 7

NEW PRODUCT

OMNIPAC

$29.50

ALMOST FREE

DON'T OWN A SUPERBRAIN
WITHOUT ONE!
$29.50
• A 20 Item Menu-Driven Group of Games
and Diversions with a practical side too. The
most asked for statistical routines, tips on
advanced basic programming tricks for the
Superbrain, a checkbook/tax advisor program, and Modem 7 (free). All professionally
developed on a Superbrain!
• Featuring "Star Fight" - shoot at moving
targets - the most action you have ever seen
on a Superbrain, using all its direct cursor
addreSSing abilities.
• More new games like "Watergate II" and
"Anchor and Crown". Old favorites like "BlackJack" - with full Vegas rules and simulated
cards - are worth the full price alone.
• Games of action and games of intellect!

OMNITECH, INC.

Sh;~ ~~:~~~~.~~b78

OMNITECH,lnc.
SPECIALIST IN
SUPERBRAIN
SOFTWARE

The Freeware Program "Modem 7" that enables Superbrain
owners to communicate with computer bulletin boards and swap
software. Includes hundreds of telephone numbers and theory of
operation. Send 7.50 to cover our cost.
InfoWorld SAID " ... sounds like a good deal".

REALLY FREE
Add your name to our mailing list for more details on all our
uperbrain packages. JUST WRITE!

~
.~

.~
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I
I
I
I
I

---------------------Yes, I need Superbrain Software!
Check or Money Order Enclosed.

0
0
0

(Ne~ Jersey residents add 6% sales tax).

Omnipac @ $29.50 plus $3.00 shipping and handling charges.
Modem 7 @ $7.50 Total
Add my name to your mailing list.

Ship To:
Name: ................................................................. .
Address: ............................................................... .
City: ......................... State: ......................... Zip: ...... .

l__ ~~~~:~~I~C~~=O~I~r~~~~~~~~

L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _(_2_0_1_)_3_7_6_._6_4_0_6__________

__
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Producls-

Omnitech, Inc.
50 Baltusrol Way,
Short Hills,
New Jersey 07078
201-376-6406
Contact: K. David Steidley, Ph.D.
SOFTWARE:
OMNIP AC is a new release designed
·specifically for SuperBrain and features a
20 item menu to call various games, the
most asked for statistical routines, a
tutorial on advanced basic programming
tricks for the SuperBrain and a checkbook/
tax advisor program. The games feature
both action and intellectual challenge.
Included at an additional cost of $7.50 is a
copy of "Modem 7" for communication with
computer bulletin boards. Omnipac is available only in SuperBrain format. Price direct
is $29.50 plus $3.00 shipping and handling.

..

~

SuperBrain I Graphics Package
Com-Stute, Inc.
Yokohama, Japan
HARDWARE:
This hardware/software product provides
graphics capabilities to the SuperBrain I
computers.
Complete with a fully-developed chip
board, software and installation instructions, the package provides the end-user
with the ability to generate the following
four video attributes:
REVERSE VIDEO, UNDERLINE,
STRIKETHROUGH, AND BLINKING.
The displays can be changed at any time
since the program is under both machine
and user-control.
Available through Superletter.

support four drives. I plugged the new cable
and drives into the SuperBrain, did a cold
boot using the newly generated system with
disks in all drives. DIR C : and DIR D : produced the directories of both drives.
Listing 1
;

DPBASE
'DPEO

m~
DI~

DN

The program allows individual keys of the
console keyboard to be redefined to represent
different character codes or strings than
those produced by the hardware.
Frequently used commands, phrases or
control characters can be redefined on rarely
used graphic or special keys. A long address
that an end-user must insert frequently into
documents, for example, can be defined on
the "%" key which would save having to
type that phrase over and over again.
Even word-processing commands can be
defined on any key to save time for the
typist or programmer. But all the key
definitions can be changed back or made
into new commands easily.
Commonlyused'\ defInition Ican\be saved
as a special file that be brought into use at
any time. Thus, several key definition files
can be on a disk whenever a particular set is
needed for use.
Once installed, the program is transparent
to the user allowing full use of all CP/M
functions.

Dlv

DW
Dl"1

DI'I

XLTO,OOOOH
OOOOH,OOOOH
DIRBUF, DPBO
CSVl,ALVl

Listing 2
BEGDAT
ALVO:

EQU
DS

31

CSVO:
/\LVI:
CSVl:

DS
DS
DS

16
31
16

$

Listing 3
seldsk:
,select
lxi
mov
sta
cpi
rnc
mov
mvi
dad
dad
dad
dad
lxi
dad
ret

- PI~Oa!I~alllSHOW TO GET FOUR DRIVES
TO RUN ON THE SUPERBRAIN
Richard L. Most
18348 8th NW
Seattle, Washington 98177
(206) 542-2998.

SOFTWARE:
This CP/M utility program is growing in
popularity and comes formatted for the
SuperBrain/CompuStar computers. It
provides the user intelligent keyboard
facilities.

$

XLTO,OOOOH
OOOOH,OOOOH
DIRBUF, DPBO
CSVO,ALVO

,DEFINITIOtJ FOR DISK B (512 BY'l'ES/SECTOR)
DPEI

~.

SmartKey
Heritage Software
2130 S. Vermont
Los Angeles, CA 90007
(213) 737-7252
Contact: Mr. Stan Brin

EQU
ml

My suspicions were confirmed when I got
my first look at the schematics for my
SuperBrain SD 1. The hardware was all set
up to support four disk drives. All I needed
to do was rewrite the BIOS to support the
two extra drives.
Listings 1,2, and 3 below are the original
code taken from Intertec's 32BS5/5.ASM.
Listings 4,5, and 6 are the replacement code
that adds two more drives to the BIOS.

,disk number to ilL
;multiply by 16

h
h

d,dpbase
d

;base of parm block
;hl=.dpb(curdsk)

;

EQU
DI'I
DW
DW
DW

$

XLTO,OOOOH
OOOOH,OOOOH
DIRBUF,DPBO
CSVO,ALVO

;DEFINITION FOR DISK B (512 BYTES/SECTOR)
DPEI

DI'I
DW
Dl"l

DW

XLTO~OOOOH

OOOOH,OOOOH
DIRBUF,DPBO
CSVl,ALVl

;DEFINITION FOR DISK C (512 BYTES/SECTOR)
DPE2

DW
DW
DW
DW

XLTO,OOOOH
OOOOH,OOOOH
DIRBUF ,DPBO
CSV2,ALV2

;DEFINITION FOR DISK D (512 BY'l'ES/SECTOR)
DPE3

mJ
Drl

System generation:

Installing the drives was a snap. I bought
two Shugart 35 track 5.25 inch drives and
the box with power supply from a local computer fixit shop. They set the addresses to C
and D on the drives, and made new cables to

l,a
h,O
h
h

;error return code
,selected disk number
,seek disk numuer
;max no. of disks

Listing 4
DPBASE
DPEO

DH

A. Edit 32SB5/5. ASM replacing old
code with new code (see listings).
B. Assemble new BIOS using ASMCOM
C. msert new BIOS into 64CPM5/5.COM
using DDT. COM with offset of 4180H.
D. Exit DDT and save 48 pages of memory
as SB4DSK.COM.
E. Execute SB4DSK.COM. Do a return
to skip and a B to place new system on
drive B. mtertec incorporated SYSGEN.COM into 64 CPM5/5. COM.

disk
h,OOOO
a,c
sekdsk
2

DW

XLTO ,OOOOH
OOOOH,OOOOH
DIRBUF,DPBO
CSV3,ALV3

Listing 5

BEGDAT
ALVO:
CSVO:
ALVl:
CSVl:
ALV2:
CSV2:
ALV3:
CSV3:

EQU
DS
DS
DS
DS
DS
DS
DS
DS

$
31
16
31
16
31
16
31
16

Listing 6
seldsk:

;select
lxi
mov
sta
cpi
rnc
mov
mvi
dad
dad
dad
dad
lxi
dad
ret

disk
h,OOOO
a,c
sekdsk
4

l,a
h,O
h
h
h
h
d,dpbase
d

error return code
selected disk number
seek disk number
max no. of disks
;disk number to HL
,multiply by 16

;base of parm block
;hl=.dpb(curdsk)

------------------------~------------------------------------5
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ABRAMS
CRE4TIVE SERVICES

CP/M SOFTWARE DISCOUNTS!
dBASE II $49S!
Spellbinder $345!

WordStar $299!
CBASIC·2 $96!

SuperCalc $249!
SpeliGuard $1,9'9!

Welcome to the world of super low software prices! The lowest prices anywhere on nationally advertised CP/M software. For any computer and any format, including hard-to-find SuperBrain, CompuStar,
Osborne, CPM/86 and I BM-PC formats. You can even use your VISA or MasterCard to pay for it. The only
thing we won't discount is quality. Every software package you buy is guaranteed to be factory-fresh, pretested and shipped to you quickly and carefully. We're adding to our large list of products each day, so if
you don't see what you've been looking for, call us. Chances are we've already begun to sell it at a lower
than discount price.
Manufacturer / Product
AMERICAN TRAINING INT'L
All ATI-Power Packages .......•......
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Medical ........................... .
Dental ............................. .
ASPEN SOFTWARE
Grammatik ........................ .
Proofreader ...................... .
FRONTIER/ASYST DESIGN
SOFTWARE
Prof Time Accounting ....•...•..•....
Fixed Asset Management ............ .
General Subroutine ................ ..
Application Utilities ................ .
BYROM SOFTWARE
BSTAM ..•..........................
BSTMS ....•................•.......
CAXTON
, "Cardbox" ......................... .
CHANG LABS
Microplan ......................... .
DESIGNER SOFTWARE
Palantir Word Processor ......•......
DICTRONICS
Random House Thesaurus .......... .
DIGITAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS
PL/1-80 ............................ .
MAC .•....••••....•.••••.••.•••••..

Z-SID ............................. .
TEX •.••••••.....••••.••••..••..•...
DeSpool ........................... .
BT-80 .............................. .
CB-80 ..........•..................•
Pascal MT + ....................... :.
Pascal Compiler ..•..•...............
Pascal SPP Speed Program .......... .
Access Manager •...............•....
DIR ASSOCIATES
FMS-80 .....•.................•.....
FMS-80-1 .......................... .
ACCOUNTING PLUS
Call for discounts on all modules.
ECOSOFT
Microstat •..•........•....•.........
EPIC COMPUTER
Superv}tz .........•..•..•......•.....
FBN
Smart Key .........•...•..•....•.....
Smart Print ..................•.......
FOX AND CELLER
dUtil •...............•........•.•.•.
Quikcode •..........•....••.........
INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE
Mathe-Magic ................ ~ ..... '
ITHACA INTERSYSTEMS
Pascal Z .•....•.•.••••.....••.•...•.

Your
Price

Manufacturer / Product

$69
$820
$820
$70
$50
$525
$325
$262
$429
$145
$145
$199
$349
$375
$139
$450
$83
$88
$88
$48
$175
$450
$419
$305
$175
$279
$850
$395

$219
$99
$59
$33
$85
$249
$95
$399

I

Pascal BZ (Business version)
Pascal Z and BZ Combo .....•........
LIFEBOAT
T/Maker ..•......•.•.•....•.........
METASOFT
The Benchmark .........•...........
The Benchmark Mail List ............ .
MICRO BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
Call for discounts on all modules.
MICROPRO PRODUCTS
WordStar .......................... .
Mail-Merge .........•..•..•..•......
WordStar/Mail-Merge ..............•
DataStar ...........................•
WordMaster ....................... .
SuperSort I .........•....•..........
SpeIiStar ........................... .
CaIcStar ...........•................
InfoStar ............•.•.•..•........
MICROSOFT PRODUCTS
Microsoft Basic 80 ................ ..
Microsoft Basic Compiler ...........•
Fortan 80 .......•.•.•......•........
Cobol80 ..................•........
Macro 80 .............•.........•...
Mu Math/Mu Simp .............•.•..
Mu Lisp/Mu Star ....•...............
M-Sort ...............•.•..•........
Edit 80 ............................ .
Multi-Plan ......................... .
MICROSTUF
Crosstalk .......................... .
NEXUS
Zip (M Basic or C Basic) ............ .
OASIS
The Word Plus .....•....•...•.•.....
ORGANIC SOFTWARE
Textwriter I" .....•........•.•.....•.
Datebook II ••••••••••••••••••••••
Milestone •.....•...•.•..•.... : ..... .
PEACHTREE SOFTWARE
Call for discounts on all modules.
PEARL SOFTWARE
Personal Pearl •.•...•.••••.........•.
PRO/TEM SOFTWARE
Synopsis •...•..•...•........•..•..•.
Footnote ........•.•..••..•.•..•..••
SELECT SOFTWARE
Select w/SuperSpell ••..•..•...•.••..
SORCIM
Pascal/M .•.••..•.••.•.•....•....•..
Pascal/M (8086) ••.••.••.••.••..••.•
SuperWriter .•......••.•..••••..•..•
Super SpellGuard .•..••....••.•..•..
STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Call for discount prices on all modules.

Your
Price
$399
$599
$299
$399
$219

$299
$199
$525
$269
$130
$220
$220
$175
$399
$285
$324
$345
$569
$144
$219
$170
$170
$100
$229
$149
$149
$140
$109
$279
$279

$199
$120
$120,
$379
$349
$425
$345
$199

Your
Price

Manufacturer / Product
STATCOM
CRT.Form .••.••.•..•.•••.••..••••
SUPERSOFT
Ada ••.••••••..•.•...••..••.••..••
Diagnostic" •...•.•••..•••.••..••
Forth (Z80 or 8080) ............. ..
Fortran ••.••••..•.•..•..•..••..••
Fortran w/Ratfor ..•.•••..••..••..•
Tiny Pascal .•••.•••..•••.••..••...
Disk Doctor .•....••.•••.••..••••.
Utilities I •••.••..•...•...••.•..•••
Utilities II •.••..••.•.•...••.••.•••
Nemesis •.••••.••.•••.•.••..•.•••
Dungeon Master ...••..••...•••••.
Analiza II ....................... .
Term II •..••..•••••...••.•••.••••
Scratch Pad •..••.•••..•.••••.•••.
Data View ..••..•..••..••.•••..••.
Stat~ C!raph •••.••.••.•.••.•••.•••
Optimizer •.••••••..••......•..•••
TARGET
PlannerCalc .••••.•..•••.••••.•..•
MasterPlanner ••.••••.•.•.•...•.•.
A POTPOURRI OF EXTRAS
Plan 80(Financial Modeling) ••...•.
Access 80, Levell •..•••..•...••..•
Access 80, Level II .............. ..
Statpak •••..••..•••.•••••••••.•.•
Lynx ••••..•••••..•••.••.•••.•...•
Quic-N-Easi •.••.•••.•••.••••••..•
NAMOR (Mail List Manager) •••...
SB/E PROM and BIOS .......... ..
SB/E Diagnostic ................ ..
Syntax CP/M Self-Tutor •••••..••.••
Catalog •••••••••••.•••..••••••.••
Citation ••••••..••••••••••.•••••••
CP+ ••.•••••••.••••••••••.••••••••
Move-It .••••.•..••••••.••••...•••
The Protector •.••.••..••••.••••.•
Autocode •••••••.•••.••••••••.•••
Ten OPUS 5V4"SSDD Diskettes ••••
Ten 5V4" DSDD Quad Diskettes •••.
10 MB Hard Disk ••••••••.••.•••••
20 MB Hard Disk ................ .
1200 Baud Auto Answer Modem •••
300 Baud Auto Answer Modem ••..
Daisywriter 2000 Printer •••••••.••
Sheet Feeder ••••••••.•••••.••••••
48K Buffer for Daisywriter ..••••.••
Jon Platt's SOS Enhanced BIOS ••••
Com-Stute SB I iGraphics Package ••
RS-232 Cables (9ft) .............. .

$369
$263
$85
$149
$267
$337
$84
$84
$54
$54
$40
$40
$45
$165
$249
$174
$174
$174
$99
$290
$447
$241
$400
$429
$199
$319
$150
$165
$165
$120
$75
$235
$145
$119
$159
$199
$24
$34
$2499
$3099
$539
$269
$1295
$850
$129
$165
$165
$35

Please add $3.75 per product for shipping and handling. VISA, MasterCard, and money orders are accepted.
Checks OK but require 10 working days to clear. International orders: please add $10 and provide for additional postage. All checks must be drawn in U.S. dollars from American banks. California residents: add
61f2 % sales tax to total. Yes, we accept purchase-orders from corporations, educational institutions and

government agencies.
To order, call or write:

ABRAMS CREATIVE SERVICES
369 South Crescent Drive
Beverly Hills, California 90212
(213) 277-2410
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Technical Corner Continued from page 2
drives. The sockets into which the IC and
the device go on the new Tandon have
more spaces for legs. That is, there. may
be 16 leg sockets, but you may be plac_
ing a 14leg IC and a 12 legged device in that
socket. Ignore the extra socket holes but
make sure the IC and the device are up at
the proper end of the socket.
Remember, you marked the IC and the socket just to make sure. If your socket is a 12
legged beast it may be crutched up with a
jumper wire in the 7th set socket holes on
your old drive. Transfer the jumper wire
also - or, if you reconfigure the virgin
device, it will have 14 legs and so the jumper
wire is not necessary. Just don't break the
last bow tie and it will serve in place of the
jumper wire.
Everything done, replace drive A first. It is
easier to connect the rib bon edge connector
first to drive A and then to drive B.
Then slide in drive B .. Connect the three
wire nylon plug to each drive and turn on the
machine. Familiar messages should appear
on your CRT and the disks should boot.
SYSGEN the new quad density operating
system onto some disks and then STAT up
more memory then ever you thought you
would see on a SuperBrain disk.
If you have one of the commercial BIOS

chips in your SuperBrain the new disk drives
should' shut off when not addressed. If you
do not, your new drives may run the drive
motor when not addressed even if your
Shugarts didn't. There are three ways to get
your new drives to turn off. One is to buy a
new ROM chip.
l

You 'can do what Tandon's engineers recommended or you can do what CM C' s engineer
recommended - or you can, like I did, do a
combination of both.
Tandon's engineer recommended the following. Note: this is not a recommendation of
Tandon's. This information was offered
informally and Tandon will void your warranties if you bring back your drives with these
modifications. Locate IC E3. The board
has labels next to every IC. Cut pin 1 on E3.
Do this for both drive A and B. Pins are
numbered from the top left side of a chip the top is the end side with a notch or half
circle mark in the plastic - down the left
side sequentially.
Thus pin 1 is left top, pin 2 is left next, pin 3
is on the left just under pins 2 and 1, etc.
When you go from pin 8 to pin 9 you will be
starting up the other side of the chip -up the
right side.
Be careful when you do the cutting not to

mar the board underneath. The board has
wiring just under the painted surface.
Locate the bow tie device. On drive A put a
jumper from pin 2 to pin 8. That is ajumper
down the left side of the bow tie. On drive B
connect pin 3 to pin 8.
That's the information from Tandon's
engineer. When I completed those procedures drive A worked beautifully, shutting on and off as addressed. But drive B
would balk and not read data!
I talked to CMC in Seattle since I had just
bought a hard disk of theirs through Superletter and the hard disk I/O board uses the
socket the commercial IC goes in - hence
rendering the commercial IC useless. My
question to them was how to solve this
problem.
They stated that the problem could be
solved this way: locate the edge connector
on the Tandon drive. This is the copper
keyboard around which the ribbon cable
Clasps the PC board. Count up 8 'keys.' As
you pass number 2 there should be a slot
between 2 and 3. Use a piece of scotch tape,
trimmed to size, to isolate the top only, so
that when the ribbon cable is connected,
"key' 8 is disconnected.
Do not cover the bottom side - the ribbori
connector connects both top and bottom
but each side is a different line. I suggest
you let the tape overlap the bottom side a
sixteenth of an inch so that when the ribbon
cOimector is put back on, it does not push
the tape off, exposing the connection you
attempted to isolate.
Tape is fragile so if you remove the ribbon
connector again you will have to make sure
the scotch tape mask has not been moved to
expose part of the copper surface. Now
jump - on the device - from 8 to 9. This is a
horizontal jump across the last pair of sockets on the bottom. Also since the Shugart
device is a 14 pin socket, and the Tandon is
a 16 pin socket, it is real easy to do. Nothing
else shares these socket holes; and bent
paper clip works beautifully. (CMC, by the
way, calls the device a "shunt pack.")
I did all these changes - but remember I had
performed Tandon's changes as well. The
two sets of changes do not bide well with
each other and now drive A balked but B
would shut off when addressed. So I
experimented with a series of combinations
of the moves. The successful cQnfiguration
is as follows.
On drive A I have edge connector 8 covered.
Pin 1 on E3 was and remains cut. There is
no jumper from 2 - 8; no jumper from 7 -10;
but there is a jumper from 8 - 9. On drive B,
edge connector 8 is not covered; there is a

jumper from 3 to 8; no jumper from 7 - 10;
and there is ajumperfrom 8 - 9. Pin lonE3
is cut. '
Now, my drives work beautifully; but without
the commercial IC I don't know how to get
them up to their potential 6ms speed. No
matter, data is firmly read and written to
and from disk and disk memory is up 100%.

Letters to the Editor
Continued from page 4'
DEAR SUPERLETTER
I am interested in the possibility of adding
one of the new semi-conductor "disks" to
my SuperBrain. Presently, I could add an S100 adoptor and then an S-100 semi-disk
Do you or any Superletter readers have
experience with or suggestions about such a
product?
Sincerely,
Dr. George Corliss
Dept. of Math., Stat., & Compo Sci
Marquette University
Milwaukee, WI 53233

SuperBrain® Software
& Services
INCREASE YOUR SYSTEM'S
PERFORMANCE &
VERSA TILITY
WITH

SuperBrain Operating System
(SOS) BIOS
For all SuperBrain or CompuStar
I and II Stand-Alone Systems.
$165.00 INCLUDES:
* SOS BIOS * SOS BOOT PROM
* System Configuration Software
* Formatter * System Manual
* Drive Tachometer Program
* WordStar G!> Patch File

-

..'"

...

..

Custom SuperBrain/CompuStar EPROMs
Made or Copied.

....

..'"

For more information, call (noon to
midnight EST) or write:

I
J

. JPI

SYSTEMS

..

2804Fairwa
7Melbourne,
FLyDrive
32901
(305) 724-6148
Attn.: Jonathan Platt

WordS tar is a registered trademark Of
Micropro International Corporation.
SuperB rain and CompuStar are registered
trademarks of lntertec Data Systems.
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'COMPUSTAR CABLES!

("

Cables for INTERTEC COMPUSTAR Systems.
IlDinediate delivery from stock of standard length
Cables or quick delivery on cables made to
specified lengths.
Cables meet same specifications as that supplied by
INTERTEC. Cables are equipped with removable
connectors for ease in installation in all situations
including conduit.
Standard lengths - 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100 feet.
Cables made to any length or cabling without connectors may be ordered - all at competitive prices.
Dealer Quantity discounts, also.

r::i1 RESOURCES,
EQUIPMENT
INC.
~

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

u.s. 1 yr. (bi-monthly) $25.00
Canada & Mexico $25.00
All other Foreign $35.00 Airmail Ot¥y
Back Issues $3.50 ~ 13 available
Feb/March'81 through Feb/March '831
Write Toi"'~
SUPERLETI:ER, Circulation Dept.
P.'O. Box 3121
Beverly Hills, California 90212
SuperClassified rates are:
$5.00 per line
(3 line minimum - 5 words per line.
Please note: Publication of all SuperClassifieds are dependent on dates of
receipt of copy and payment and'
space availability.)
Mail to: SuperClassifieds
P. O. Box 3121
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

P.O. Box 723368
Atlanta, Georgia 30339
800/241-3574
404/955-0313
(in Georgia)

Display Advertising

CDC 96 MB DISK DRNES FOR COMPUSTAR SYSTEMS AVAILABLE
FROM STOCK CALL US.

SUPER LETTER
P. O. Box 3121
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

~.

~

Send inquiries regarding
rates and specifications
for display advertising to:

SUPERBRAIN
CP/M USER'S GROUP
QUAD DISKETTES
522.00

Single Diskeltt

525.00

sample Diskette plus Directory Listing

5145.00 10 most recent dlskeltts --Library A
$375.00 most recent 36 dlskeltts --Library B
5435.00 EntIre Library A CIId B -- 36 Diskeltts

Please send money order or cashier's check to :

SOUTHWESTERN COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
1509 Guadalupe Street. Suite 200.
Austin. Texas 78701
Phone: 512-476-2609
·For those needing Single Sided Disks
please add 1/3 to the above prices.

or call: (213) 277-2410
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